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Elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering proceeds through the exchange 
of  Z bosons (NC process)

Coherence occurs due to comparing the neutrino wavelength to the 
nuclear size. The effect is to enhance the cross section by roughly an 
N2 factor.

Z

The Standard Model prediction goes back to 1974, but experimental 
confirmation has yet to occur

D.Z. Freedman, PRD 9 (1974) 5 1389-1392
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Up to 10s of MeV range

low threshold detectors needed
(Electron recoil energy goes much 

higher)

For A ~ 50
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The neutrino floor: 
irreducible background for direct 

detection experiments 14
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Figure 12: Left : Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest. The
contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nucleon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments
will see neutrino events (see Sec. IIID). Right : WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits
and regions of interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond
this line would require a combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional
detection. We show 90% confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [55] (light blue), SIMPLE [56] (purple), COUPP [57] (teal),
ZEPLIN-III [58] (blue), EDELWEISS standard [59] and low-threshold [60] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [61], low-threshold
[62] and CDMSlite [63] (red), XENON10 S2-only [64] and XENON100 [65] (dark green) and LUX [66] (light green). The filled
regions identify possible signal regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [67] (yellow,
90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [68] (tan, 99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [69] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded
region is the parameter space excluded by the LUX Collaboration.

3. Measurement of annual modulation. In the case of
a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP, next generation experiments
could reach sufficiently high statistics to disen-
tangle the WIMP and the neutrino contributions
using the 6% annual modulation rate of dark mat-
ter interactions [54]. However, in the case of hea-
vier WIMPs, very large and unrealistic exposures
would be required to obtain enough events to detect
such predicted annual modulation for cross sections
around 10−48 cm2. Furthermore, the atmospheric
neutrino event rate also undergoes annual modula-
tion due to the change in temperature of the atmos-
phere throughout the year [50]. A dedicated study
taking into account systematic uncertainties in the
neutrino fluxes and their modulations is required
to assess the feasibility of annual modulation dis-
crimination in light of atmospheric neutrino back-
grounds.

4. Measurement of the nuclear recoil direction as

suggested by upcoming directional detection expe-
riments [51]. Since the main neutrino background
has a solar origin, the directional signal of such
events is expected to be drastically different than
the WIMP-induced ones [52, 53]. This way, a
better discrimination between WIMP and neutrino
events will enhance the WIMP detection signifi-
cance allowing us to get stronger discovery limits.
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nuclear recoils

vector coupling 
dominates

form factor incorporates 
coherency loss

coherency factor 
(mainly neutron number sensitive)

In the Standard Model

ga sign flip for

+(1,1) for e-

Recoils off of target mass m

1

N2 (1)enhancement



Four-Fermi
NC

Gonzales-Garcia&Maltoni 1307.3092, Khan, 1605.09284, Coloma, Denton, Gonzalez-Garcia,Maltoni, Schwetz, 
1701.04828

Some overviews: Barranco, Miranda, Moura, Valle, hep-ph/0512195 PRD, Kopp, Lindner, Ota, Sato, 0708.0152, PRD, 
Ohlsson, 1209.2710, Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, 1307.3092 JHEP, Wise, Zhang, 1404.4663 PRD

These coefficients have been constrained by oscillation and scattering 
experiments

New physics would produce parameters of roughly
along with a ratio of squared couplings

Non-Standard Interactions (NSI)

Light mediator models: Farzan&Heeck 1607.07616, Babu, Friedland, Machado, Mocioiu 1705.01822



For CEνNS for neutrino flavor α the NSI (vector) parameters are

Reactors can probe                     stopped pion sources can probe  

depend on electroweak parameters including their radiative corrections

Where the SM couplings            and 

These NSI affect the overall rate of CEνNSNon-Standard Interactions (NSI)



NSI for mediator 
masses light compared 

to the momentum 
exchanged 

Scalar or 
Pseudoscalar 

ExchangeNo SM interference terms

Simplified model approach

These NSI can affect the
Spectrum and the overall rate of CEνNS

Dent, Dutta, Liao, Newstead, Strigari, Walker, 1612.06350



or

or

SM interference terms

for the solar case see: 
Harnik, Kopp, Machado, 1202.6073

Cerdeno, Fairbairn, Jubb, Machado, Vincent, Boehm, 1604.01025

Vector and Axial-Vector Exchange



or

or

✏q↵� =
g⌫↵�g

q

m2
v

1

2
p
2Gf

Oscillation experiments constrain light 
mediator scenarios since matter effects 
arise from forward scattering



JBD, Dutta, Liao, Newstead, Strigari, Walker, 1612.06350

S PS

AVV

Sample recoil rates for 1keV mediators



Mitchell Institute Neutrino 
Experiment at Reactor (MIνER )

1609.02066



MIνER – 4 Countries, ~50 collaborators
Texas A&M University, Physics & 
Astronomy 
R. Mahapatra, G. Agnolet, B. Dutta, R. 
Harris, N. Mirabolfathi , L. Strigari, W. 
Teizer, B. Webb,  Y. Gao, C. Hays, A. 
Jastram, A. Kubik, W. Baker, R. Beck, Z. 
Wetzel, F. Kadribasic
Cyclotron Institute - G. Rogchev, J. Hooker 
Nuclear Engineering – C. Marianno, Daniel

University of South Dakota 
J. Sander, A. Roberts 

TEES Nuclear Science Center (NSC) 
S. McDeavitt, J. Newhouse, J. Vermaak

National Institute of Science Education 
and Research (NISER), India 
B. Mohanty, K. Senapati, V. Iyer 

Sam Houston State Univ 
J. Walker, J. Dent

University Texas Austin 
Karol Lang, Will Flanagan, Marek Proga, 
John Cesar, Dung Phan, Tom Carroll, 
Simon De Rijick, Ramon Salazar, Shiv 
Yadavalli, Kayla Leonard, Adam 
Rouhiainen

University of Minnesota 
V. Mandic, P. Cushman, M. Fritts, A. 
Kennedy, N. Mast, A. Villano, D. 
Barker

Queen’s University, Canada 
R. Martin

Fukui University, Japan 
Y. Tamagawa, I. Ogawa, K. 
Nakajima, M. Shimada 

Arizona State Univ 
J. Newstead

R. Mahapatra

Fruit of TAMU 
faculty 
synergy 



MIνER with Ge/Si

Reactor Pool

N

γ

ν

Key Features 
1. Low-threshold (<100 eV) with sensitivity to 

CNS 
2. 2m proximity to core (rate enhancement) 
3. Moveable Core tests short baseline 

oscillation 
4. 10 kg payload with sensitivity to CNS in a 

month

Dilution fridge being commissioned 
Shielding construction in progress 
Expect engineering data by end of 
‘17



First run may happen outside of 
thermal cavern with straight 
hanging detector tower. 
Distance from core is higher 
(~4m), but quicker engineering 
run

Full run will occur with detectors in Icebox 
(adapted from SuperCDMS Soudan design) that will 
reside inside thermal cavern with ~2m proximity 
and overburden.



Reactor, SNS, Solar 
comparison

Dent, Dutta, Liao, Newstead, Strigari, Walker, 1612.06350



Comparative discovery reach for a new, light Vector mediator

comparing with SNS and the solar case of: 
Cerdeno, Fairbairn, Jubb, Machado, Vincent, Boehm, 1604.01025

Dent, Dutta, Liao, Newstead, Strigari, Walker, 1612.06350



Reactor reach for U(1)B-L 

Dent, Dutta, Liao, Newstead, Strigari, Walker 
Comparison with Ge at SNS `Shoemaker 1703.05774
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Light mediator NSI effect on 
the Neutrino Floor

Discovery evolutionRecoil spectrum

1keV scalar mediator
6GeV WIMP SI interaction

100eVnr Ge threshold

 (preliminary work in preparation 
Dent,Dutta,Newstead,Liao.Strigari,Walker)

(idealized situation of perfectly known NSI 
coupling)

also see work from E. Bertuzzo, F.F. Deppisch, S. Kulmaki, 
Yuber F. Perez G., R.Z. Funchal, 1701.07443



Reactors: J. Barranco, O.G. Miranda, and T.I. Rashba, JHEP (2005) hep-ph/0508299
also see M.Lindner, W. Rodejohann, .X.-J. Xu 1612.04150. SPS: COHERENT 1509.08702 

Degeneracies



as in LMA-Dark

Coloma, Denton, Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, Schwetz, 1701.04828

as
�m2

31 ! ��m2
31 + �m2

21 = ��m2
32 ,

sin ✓12 ! cos ✓12 ,

� ! ⇡ � � ,

(2.4)

and simultaneously transforming the NSI parameters as

(✏ee � ✏µµ) ! �(✏ee � ✏µµ) � 2 ,

(✏⌧⌧ � ✏µµ) ! �(✏⌧⌧ � ✏µµ) ,

✏↵� ! �✏⇤↵� (↵ 6= �) ,

(2.5)

see Refs. [13, 15, 16]. In Eq. (2.4), � is the leptonic Dirac CP phase, and we are using

here the parameterization conventions from Ref. [16]. In Eq. (2.5) we take into account

explicitly that oscillation data are only sensitive to di↵erences in the diagonal elements

of the Hamiltonian. Eq. (2.4) shows that this degeneracy implies a change in the octant

of ✓12 (as manifest in the LMA-D fit to solar neutrino data [14]) as well as a change in

the neutrino mass ordering, i.e., the sign of �m2
31. For that reason it has been called

“generalized mass ordering degeneracy” in Ref. [16].

The ✏↵� in Eq. (2.5) are defined in Eq. (2.3) and depend on the density and composition

of the medium. If NSI couple to quarks proportional to charge, ✏u,V↵� = �2✏d,V↵� , they have

the same dependence as the standard matter e↵ect and the degeneracy is mathematically

exact and no combination of oscillation experiments will be able to resolve it. In this work

we consider only NSI with either up or down quarks and hence the degeneracy will be

approximate, mostly due to the non-trivial neutron density along the neutrino path inside

the Sun [13]. In particular, the first transformation in Eq. (2.5) becomes

(✏q,Vee � ✏q,Vµµ ) ! �(✏q,Vee � ✏q,Vµµ ) � ⇠q (q = u, d) , (2.6)

where ⇠q depends on the e↵ective matter composition relevant for the global data and will

be determined from the fit.

2.2 Neutrino scattering and heavy versus light NSI mediators

Neutrino scattering experiments are sensitive to di↵erent combinations of ✏f,P↵� , depending

on whether the scattering takes place with nuclei or electrons, the number of protons and

neutrons in the target nuclei and other factors. In Sec. 3 we will provide the combinations

of parameters constrained by each experiment considered in our global fit.

Before proceeding with the combined analysis let us comment on the viability of renor-

malizable models leading to large coe�cients in the neutrino sector. In particular it should

be noted that the operators written in Eq. (2.1) are not gauge invariant. Once gauge in-

variance is imposed to the full UV theory, the NSI operators listed above will be generated

together with analogous operators in the charged lepton sector, which obey the same fla-

vor structure. In this case, the non-observation of charge lepton flavor violating processes

(CLFV) (e.g., µ ! eee) imposes very tight constraints on the size of neutrino NSI for

new physics above the electroweak (EW) scale. This eventually renders the e↵ects of NSI

– 5 –
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effective NSI parameters

Table 1. 90% and allowed ranges for the NSI parameters ✏f↵� for f = u, d as obtained from the
di↵erent combined analyses. The upper (lower) part of the table corresponds to models of NSI’s
generated by light (heavy) mediators. The results in each panel are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other NSI parameters. See text for details.

Light

PRESENT (OSC) +COHERENT(SM)

✏u,Vee � ✏u,Vµµ [�1.19,�0.81] � [0.00, 0.51]
✏u,Vee [0.002, 0.049] � [0.28, 0.42]

✏u,Vµµ [�0.026, 0.033] � [0.36, 0.38]
✏u,V⌧⌧ � ✏u,Vµµ [�0.03, 0.03]

✏u,V⌧⌧ [�0.025, 0.047] � [0.36, 0.39]

✏u,Veµ [�0.09, 0.10] [�0.08, 0.04]

✏u,Ve⌧ [�0.15, 0.14] [�0.17, 0.14]

✏u,Vµ⌧ [�0.01, 0.01] [�0.01, 0.01]

✏d,Vee � ✏d,Vµµ [�1.17,�1.03] � [0.02, 0.51]
✏d,Vee [0.022, 0.023] � [0.25, 0.38]

✏d,Vµµ [�0.024, 0.029]
✏d,V⌧⌧ � ✏d,Vµµ [�0.01, 0.03]

✏d,V⌧⌧ [�0.023, 0.039]

✏d,Veµ [�0.09, 0.08] [�0.07, 0.04]

✏d,Ve⌧ [�0.13, 0.14] [�0.14, 0.12]

✏d,Vµ⌧ [�0.01, 0.01] [�0.009, 0.007]

Heavy

PRESENT (OSC+CHARM+NuTeV) +COHERENT(SM)

✏u,Vee [�0.97,�0.83] � [0.033, 0.450] [0.014, 0.032] � [0.24, 0.41]

✏u,Vµµ [�0.008, 0.005] [�0.007, 0.005]

✏u,V⌧⌧ [�0.015, 0.04] [�0.006, 0.04]

✏u,Veµ [�0.05, 0.03] [�0.05, 0.03]

✏u,Ve⌧ [�0.15, 0.13] [�0.15, 0.13]

✏u,Vµ⌧ [�0.006, 0.005] [�0.006, 0.004]

✏d,Vee [0.02, 0.51] [0.26, 0.38]

✏d,Vµµ [�0.003, 0.009] [�0.003, 0.009]

✏d,V⌧⌧ [�0.001, 0.05] [�0.001, 0.05]

✏d,Veµ [�0.05, 0.03] [�0.05, 0.03]

✏d,Ve⌧ [�0.15, 0.14] [�0.15, 0.14]

✏d,Vµ⌧ [�0.007, 0.007] [�0.007, 0.007]

mixing angle to lie in the upper octant. Currently, the two solutions (LMA and LMA-D)

are almost completely degenerate, the fit showing only a slight preference for the LMA

solution with ��2 ⇠ 0.2(2) for the NSI with up (down) quarks.

The LMA-D solution is a consequence of a more profound degeneracy which a↵ects

the Hamiltonian governing neutrino oscillations. This degeneracy involves a change in the

matter potential and a change in the octant of the solar angle, but it also needs a change in

– 24 –

(for NSI/CP:  
Liao, Marfatia, Whisnant 1601.00927 
Forero&Huber 1601.03736 
Masud&Mehta 1606.05662 … )

Degeneracy from CPT Gonzales-Garcia&Maltoni 1307.3092
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Figure 7. Allowed regions in the plane of ✏u,Vee and ✏u,Vµµ from the COHERENT experiment (under
the assumption of no NSI in the data — same as in Fig. 5) overlayed with the presently allowed
regions from the global oscillation analysis. The two diagonal shaded bands correspond to the LMA
and LMA-D regions as indicated, at 1, 2, 3�. The dashed lines indicate the values of NSI parameters
for which COHERENT would not be able to resolve the LMA-D degeneracy, see appendix A for
details.

assuming that the new interactions take place with either up or down quarks, as indicated

by the labels in each row. As mentioned earlier, we include all NSI parameters at once in

the fit. Thus, in each panel, the results have been obtained after marginalization over all

parameters not shown, including standard oscillation parameters and NSI parameters. For

this configuration we find that the LMA-D solution can be ruled out (for NSI with up or

with down quarks) at high CL. In particular we obtain ��2
light,future(LMA-D) > 45 (80) for

NSI with up (down) quarks. This is obvious from Fig. 7, where we show the allowed regions

in the plane of ✏u,Vee and ✏u,Vµµ from oscillations together with the 4 degenerate solutions from

COHERENT (same as in Fig. 5). The regions from oscillations are diagonal bands in this

plane, since oscillations determine only the di↵erence ✏u,Vee � ✏u,Vµµ . We see that the band

corresponding to the LMA-D region is far away from the COHERENT solutions and can

therefore be excluded by the combination. Consequently, in Fig. 6 only the results obtained

for the LMA solution appear. The corresponding allowed ranges at 90% CL are reported

in Table 1.

For the LMA solution, comparing to the present bounds from oscillations (see Fig. 4),

we see that no significant improvement is expected in the determination of the flavor-

changing NSI parameters. The main impact of COHERENT is in the determination of

the flavor diagonal ones: as it provides information on ✏q,Vee and ✏q,Vµµ , the combination with

oscillations allows for the independent determination of the three flavor-diagonal couplings.

However, three minima still remain for the combined chi-squared, one global and two

quasi-degenerate local. This is explained as follows. First, COHERENT is completely

– 19 –

Ge-Eth

cv LMA-Dark

mediator mass [GeV]

(preliminary work in preparation Dent,Dutta,Newstead,Liao.Strigari,Walker)

Reactor



LMA-Dark degeneracy
1

N2 (1)

(2)

[Zgp +Ngn + ✏uee(2Z +N)]2 ! [Zgp +Ngn + (✏uee)
0(2Z +N)]

2
(3)
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0 (5)
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0 (7)
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target dependence

Coherent scattering depends on:
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Figure 7. Allowed regions in the plane of ✏u,Vee and ✏u,Vµµ from the COHERENT experiment (under
the assumption of no NSI in the data — same as in Fig. 5) overlayed with the presently allowed
regions from the global oscillation analysis. The two diagonal shaded bands correspond to the LMA
and LMA-D regions as indicated, at 1, 2, 3�. The dashed lines indicate the values of NSI parameters
for which COHERENT would not be able to resolve the LMA-D degeneracy, see appendix A for
details.

assuming that the new interactions take place with either up or down quarks, as indicated

by the labels in each row. As mentioned earlier, we include all NSI parameters at once in

the fit. Thus, in each panel, the results have been obtained after marginalization over all

parameters not shown, including standard oscillation parameters and NSI parameters. For

this configuration we find that the LMA-D solution can be ruled out (for NSI with up or

with down quarks) at high CL. In particular we obtain ��2
light,future(LMA-D) > 45 (80) for

NSI with up (down) quarks. This is obvious from Fig. 7, where we show the allowed regions

in the plane of ✏u,Vee and ✏u,Vµµ from oscillations together with the 4 degenerate solutions from

COHERENT (same as in Fig. 5). The regions from oscillations are diagonal bands in this

plane, since oscillations determine only the di↵erence ✏u,Vee � ✏u,Vµµ . We see that the band

corresponding to the LMA-D region is far away from the COHERENT solutions and can

therefore be excluded by the combination. Consequently, in Fig. 6 only the results obtained

for the LMA solution appear. The corresponding allowed ranges at 90% CL are reported

in Table 1.

For the LMA solution, comparing to the present bounds from oscillations (see Fig. 4),

we see that no significant improvement is expected in the determination of the flavor-

changing NSI parameters. The main impact of COHERENT is in the determination of

the flavor diagonal ones: as it provides information on ✏q,Vee and ✏q,Vµµ , the combination with

oscillations allows for the independent determination of the three flavor-diagonal couplings.

However, three minima still remain for the combined chi-squared, one global and two

quasi-degenerate local. This is explained as follows. First, COHERENT is completely
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mediator mass [GeV]

cv LMA-Dark

(preliminary work in preparation Dent,Dutta,Newstead,Liao.Strigari,Walker)



LMA-Dark degeneracy
1MeV vector mediator

100eVnr threshold

Dent,Dutta,Newstead,Liao.Strigari,Walker



Summary



Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering has the 
opportunity in the near future to provide a test of a wide 
variety of physics including NSI, the weak mixing angle, 
sterile neutrinos, electromagnetic form factors, new dark 
sectors, etc…

There is great physics potential with several projects 
projected to provide measurements in the very near future, 
providing complementary probes (to each other and to 
other experiments such as upcoming oscillation 
experiments) of physics of and beyond the Standard 
Model.

Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering also plays an 
important role as a background for upcoming direct 
detection of dark matter experiments.
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Flux uncertainty effect of reach



Reactor reach for a U(1)B-L 
model
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Comparison with Ge at SNS
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Loss of Coherency



S. Kerman et al., TEXONO Collaboration, 1603.08786



S. Kerman et al., TEXONO Collaboration, 1603.08786 PRD



Reactor Anomalies



Reactor Anomaly: 5MeV bump effect on coherent scattering

M. Lindner, W. Rodejohann, and X.-J. Xu, 1612.04150



Confidence Intervals
Discovery Evolution



Profile Likelihood
Test statistic Binned Likelihood

Discovery Evolution: smallest signal
to produce a 3σ fluctuation 90% of the time

Z units of σ
G. Cowan, K. Cranmer, E. Gross, O. Vitells, 1007.1727 Eur.Phys.J. C
J. Billard, F. Mayet, and D. Santos, 1110.6079 PRD
J. Billard, L. Strigari, and E. Figueroa-Feliciano, arXiv:1307.5458 PRD



Magnetic Moment



A neutrino magnetic moment can also alter the recoil spectrum 

B. Dutta, R. Mahapatra, L.E. Strigari, and J.W. Walker, Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) 013015, arXiv:1508.07981



B.C. Canas, O.G. Miranda, A. Parada, M. Tortola, and J.W.F. Valle 1510.01684 PLB

Experimental constraints



Solar neutrino projections



Solar neutrino measurement projections

D.G. Cerdeno, M. Fairbairn, T. Jubb, P.A.N. Machado, A.C. Vincent, and C. Boehm, 
JHEP (2016), 1604.01025



NSI parameterization for coherent scattering



J. Barranco, O.G. Miranda, and T.I. Rashba, JHEP (2005) hep-ph/0508299



example for non-universal NSI

J. Barranco, O.G. Miranda, and T.I. Rashba, JHEP (2005) hep-ph/0508299



Weak mixing angle 



Projection for 
COHERENT

T.S. Kosmas, O.G. Miranda, D.K. Papoulias, M. Tortola, and J.W.F. Valle, PRD 92 (2015) arXiv:1505.03202

currently 2.4MeV 
is the lowest 

measurement

S.G. Porsev, K. Beloy, and A. 
Derevianko, PRL 102 (2009) 
arXiv:0902.0335



Projection for 
TEXONO

T.S. Kosmas, O.G. Miranda, D.K. Papoulias, M. Tortola, and J.W.F. Valle, PLB 750 (2015) arXiv:1506.08377

currently 2.4MeV 
is the lowest 

measurement

S.G. Porsev, K. Beloy, and A. 
Derevianko, PRL 102 (2009) 
arXiv:0902.0335



Projections for 
upcoming 

experiments

N. Berger et al., 1511.03934, JUSTC 



CDMSlite
1509.02448

56eVee threshold
ee to nr conversion





MINER experiment at Texas A&M

Mitchell Institute Neutrino Experiment at Reactor

Currently participating institutions are:
Texas A&M, University of Texas at Austin, University of Minnesota, 

NISER (India), Queen’s University (Canada), Fukui University (Japan), 
University of South Dakota, and Sam Houston State University



Texas A&M has a MW research reactor with a rail mounted and moveable reactor core. 
There exists an experimental cavern where (Ge/Si) detectors can be placed ~1m from 
the core.

 Research efforts are ongoing to reduce thresholds and increase resolution of the detectors 
(see for example: N. Mirabolfathi, H.R. Harris, R. Mahapatra, K. Sundqvist, A. Jastram, B. Serfass, D. Faiez, 
and B. Sadoulet, arXiv:1510.00999)

It provides an anti-neutrino flux of

Tentatively the first run will be with  1 iZIP detector and 5HV detectors, and will 
commence soon.



J. Barranco, O.G. Miranda, and T.I. Rashba, JHEP (2005) hep-ph/0508299

number of 
events...



J. Barranco, O.G. Miranda, and T.I. Rashba, JHEP (2005) hep-ph/0508299

exposure
neutrino flux
neutrino spectrum
differential cross section
single target mass

number of 
events...

...or other 
quantities 
such as 

differential 
recoil rate 



TAMU reactor

examples of other reactor measurements:
K. Schreckenbach, G. Colvin, W. Gelletly, and F. Von Feilitzsch, PLB 160 (1985)
V.I. Kopeikin, Phys.Atom.Nucl. 75, 143 (2012)
recent Daya Bay flux measurement: Feng Peng An et al., arXiv:1607.05378

B. Dutta, R. Mahapatra, L.E. Strigari, and 
J.W. Walker, PRD (2016) arXiv:
1508.07981

B. Dutta, Y. Gao, R. Mahapatra, N. 
Mirabolfathi, L.E. Strigari, and J.W. 
Walker, arXiv:1511.02834



TAMU reactor

examples of other reactor measurements:
K. Schreckenbach, G. Colvin, W. Gelletly, and F. Von Feilitzsch, PLB 160 (1985)
V.I. Kopeikin, Phys.Atom.Nucl. 75, 143 (2012)
recent Daya Bay flux measurement: Feng Peng An et al., arXiv:1607.05378

B. Dutta, R. Mahapatra, L.E. Strigari, and 
J.W. Walker, PRD (2016) arXiv:
1508.07981

B. Dutta, Y. Gao, R. Mahapatra, N. 
Mirabolfathi, L.E. Strigari, and J.W. 
Walker, arXiv:1511.02834

opportunity for 
measuring the anti-
neutrino flux at low 

energy

A 1.8MeV antineutrino will 
produce about a 90eV max 

recoil energy for 72Ge



electron capture on neutrinos from the CNO cycle

Image Credit: NASA/ESA/HEIC and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Solar neutrinos

R. Svoboda and K. Gordan 

Atmospheric 
neutrinos

Diffuse SN background

hep pep

pp

An irreducible background
for direct DM searches



P. Cushman et al.. 1310.8327

https://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Cushman,%20P.?recid=1262767&ln=en
https://inspirehep.net/record/1262767



